
 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Thursday, January 13, 2011 

 8 AM – 3 PM 

Doubletree Hotel – New Orleans, Louisiana 

 
•   A G E N D A   •  

 
 

1. Call to Order and Administrative Items .................................................................................................. Ricky Bittle 

2. Review of Past Action Items .......................................................................................................... Michael Desselle 

3. Policy Discussions Continuation regarding RSC recommendations .......................... Ricky Bittle, SPP Staff, Others 

a. Significant cost projection changes for regionally‐funded transmission projects .................................... Staff 

b. Cost estimation process ............................................................................................................................ Staff 

c. Novation process review and recommendations ...................................................................................... Staff 

d. Update on design and construction standards for regionally‐funded transmission projects ................... Staff 

e. Project Management Institute Principals for Estimating Costs ....... Mark Workman and Brian Johnson (AEP) 

f. NE‐ISO Cost Allocation and Project Cost Estimation Overview ..................................  Mark Rossi (Accenture) 

g. Summary, issues and next steps ........................................................................ Ricky Bittle, Michael Desselle 

4. MOPC Update ........................................................................................................................................ Bill Dowling 

5. Entergy Update ..................................................................................................................................... Carl Monroe 

6. SPP Strategic Plan Metrics ............................................................................................................. Michael Desselle 

7. Update on SPP Aggregate Value Proposition ........................................................................................ Scott Noble 

8. Summary of Action Items .............................................................................................................. Michael Desselle 

9. Discussion of Future Meetings ...................................................................................................... Michael Desselle 

May 5‐6 retreat             TBD 

July 14                 Kansas City 

October  13                    TBD 



MINUTES NO. 65 
 

Southwest Power Pool 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Crowne Plaza Downtown, Kansas City, Missouri 

October 14, 2010 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

Ricky Bittle (AECC) called the meeting to order at 8:00 a.m.  SPC members participating in person or by 
phone were Jim Eckelberger (Director); Josh Martin (Director); Harry Skilton (Director); Rob Janssen 
(Dogwood); Mel Perkins (OGE); Mike Palmer (EDE); Les Evans (KEPCO); and David Hudson (Xcel).  
SPP Staff included Michael Desselle, Carl Monroe, Stacy Duckett (by phone), Les Dillahunty (by phone), 
and Lanny Nickell (by phone). Others guests participated in person or via phone (Attendance – 
Attachment 1). 

Mr. Bittle referred to the minutes of July 15, 2010, July 21, 2010 and August 25, 2010 and asked for 
additions or corrections (Minutes 7/15/10, 7/21/10 and 8/25/10 – Attachment 2).  Following a motion by 
Les Evans seconded by Mel Perkins the minutes were passed by acclamation.  

Agenda Item 2 – Review Past Action Items 

Michael Desselle provided a review of past action items (Pending Action Items Status Report – 
Attachment 3). 

Agenda Item 3 – Markets and Operations Policy Committee Update  

Bill Dowling (Midwest Energy and MOPC Chairman) provided an informational report following the MOPC 
meeting from the previous two days.  Of particular interest was future market changes associated with 
Qualifying Facility (QF) carve-outs.  There was an update regarding the Priority Projects.  It was reported 
that the costs now had increased to $1.4 Billion from $1.1 Billion (a 24% increase) with the cost/ benefit 
ratio declining as a result to 1.58 (inclusive of qualitative benefits). 

Agenda Item 4 – Seams Steering Committee Update 

Lanny Nickell provided an informational report of the committee’s activities since June.  He noted that to 
date 75% of activity has been learning and education.  He reported that with AECI, the focus had been on 
joint planning and upgrades in the Branson area on AECI’s system.  With Entergy, protocols had been 
filed and executed, data sharing and AFC coordination.  Finally with MISO, reviewing congestion in 
Nebraska and Kansas City areas, looking at flowgates, and gaining a better understanding of congestion 
were the focus.  Lanny discussed the priorities for further development first being coordinating joint 
transmission projects, followed by data sharing mechanisms, then developing MISO/SPP congestion 
resolution and lastly establishing cost allocation recovery principles. 

Agenda Item 5 – Entergy Update 

Carl Monroe provided a status report on efforts studying Entergy’s cost/ benefit of joining SPP.  
Discussion centered on cultural and other impacts that might result if Entergy were to join SPP.  Pros and 
cons were discussed. 

Agenda Item 6 – Corporate Governance Committee Status Report on Withdrawal Obligations of 
Transmission Owners 

Stacy Duckett provided an informational update of Corporate Governance Committee’s (CGC) actions 
(Principles for Withdrawal Obligation for Assigned Transmission Costs – Attachment 4).  She noted 
outside counsel was drafting tariff language and staff was developing scenarios to present to the CGC in 
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December.  She reported that the CGC is poised to report progress to the Board in January with the goal 
of Board approval in April.   

Agenda Item 7 – Federal Funds Task Force 

Les Evans (KEPCO) provided the final report of the Federal Funds Task Force (FFTF) created in early 
2010 with the goal of trying to utilize federal funding to upsize EHV build out to highest voltage level 
(765kV).  After evaluating availability of funds (growth, ARRA stimulus, or other federal legislation) it was 
determined that funds were not available.  It was noted that the task force had made known that SPP was 
ready to upsize to higher voltage level (765kV if federal dollars were to become available.  Les Evans 
moved adoption of the FFTF whitepaper  and its recommendations (Federal Funds Task Force 
Recommendation and Whitepaper – Attachment 5).  Jim Eckelberger seconded the motion which was 
approved unanimously.  The Task Force having fulfilled its purpose was dissolved.   

Agenda Item 8 – Reliability Excellence Discussion 

Jim Eckelberger led a discussion on how to improve SPP’s metrics with respect to Reliability Standards 
Compliance. 

Agenda Item 9 – Summary of Action Items 

Action items are: 
• Complete remaining pending action items. 
• Carl Monroe to develop and shop with MOPC a Compliance Working Group Charter. 
• Economic Studies Working Group to propose to MOPC and SPC how to “weight” ITP planning 

cycles and which is the appropriate committee to decide “weighting”. 

Agenda Item 11 – Discussion of Future Meetings 

The next SPC meeting is January 13 in New Orleans. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Michael Desselle 
Secretary 
 
 
 



MINUTES NO. 66 
 

Southwest Power Pool 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Hyatt Regency DFW Airport Hotel – Dallas, Texas 

December 3, 2010 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

Ricky Bittle (AECC) called the meeting to order at 10:00 A.M.   SPC members participating in person or 
by phone were Jim Eckelberger (Director); Josh Martin (Director); Harry Skilton (Director); Rob Janssen 
(Dogwood); Mel Perkins (OGE); Pat Pope (NPPD); Mike Palmer (EDE); Les Evans (KEPCO); Mike Wise 
(GSEC); and David Hudson (Xcel).  SPP Staff included Michael Desselle, Nick Brown, Stacy Duckett (by 
phone), Les Dillahunty, Bruce Rew, Katherine Prewitt, Carl Monroe, Jay Caspary, and Scott Noble. 
Others guests participated in person or via phone (Attendance – Attachment 1). 

Agenda Item 2 – Policy Discussion Regarding RSC Recommendations 

Les Dillahunty began the discussion noting that a lot of thought went into the development of staff’s 
proposals and that staff was convinced they must, and could, make changes to the transmission project 
cost estimation and tracking processes.  Les also noted that staff’s proposals are not final answers and 
that today’s dialogue would lead to final answers.  He noted that some of the processes in place today 
are because of existing tariff language but that the tariff is a living document and proposals discussed 
could be modified and submitted to become a part of the tariff.   
 
Les recapped the RSC recommendations (SPP Response to RSC Motions, slide #5 – Attachment 2).  He 
then proceeded to discuss the various roles and responsibilities for SPP staff, Transmission Owners and 
SPP Regulators. (Roles and Responsibilities Presentation and Whitepaper - Attachment 3).  
 
Les next responded to a question regarding SPP’s Novation process.  Following a presentation on SPP’s 
Novation process (RSC Motion 2: The Novation Process Presentation and Whitepaper - Attachment 4) 
Les stated that staff believes increased transparency for the RSC regarding future proposed Novations, 
as evidenced by SPP’s analyses, should be shared with the RSC for review.  Additionally staff will 
increase its communications with state commissions and commission staff regarding regional planning 
and cost allocation processes, especially how and when transmission project estimates are requested by 
SPP and provided by TOs.  This presentation led to a series of questions regarding the difference 
between an assignment and a Novation and fact specific questions about current Novations involving 
some of the Cooperatives and related RUS-funding.  Sunflower noted that RUS specifically informed 
them that RUS would not fund regional projects.  Patrick Smith noted that in Kansas, transparency to 
Novate is quite rigorous and that while other financial considerations may be involved or associated with 
such Novations, such premiums are not included in rates.  Further discussions noted that the Tariff 
dictates that the utility that receives the NTC gets to make the choice of whom to Novate to and that the 
premise for this construct is the obligation to build and the obligation to serve.  It was further noted that 
this construct is based upon historically all costs going into the TO’s zone and it was developed all before 
the highway/byway cost allocation approach.   Several questions were framed for further policy decisions:  
 

1. What are the roles/responsibilities for RSC/Board regarding approval of Novations? 
2. If we are banking on transparency what is the next step? 
3. Is the discussion of Novations related primarily to Highway projects? 

 
Bruce Rew then presented staff’s cost overrun/under run monitoring proposal (Cost Overrun/Under run 
Monitoring Proposal Presentation and Whitepaper – Attachment 5).  The presentation described SPP’s 
project tracking effort prior to 2007, Post Order 890, and currently.  Bruce also reviewed how other 
organizations perform project tracking including: ERCOT CREZ, ISO-NE, NYISO and MISO.  Finally, 
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Bruce discussed some proposed process improvements (see slide 16 and 17).  The proposal include the 
creation of a new group, the Project Cost Working group (PCWG) who would review projects exceeding a 
25% threshold of NTC Project Estimate (NPE).  Discussions centered upon TO desires and interest in 
improving their cost estimation and the use of certified Project Management Professionals (PMPs) to 
complete projects.  Some discussions centered on the other entities processes and associated cost 
allocations.  Les reminded participants that staff’s proposal on this RSC motion had been focused on 
project tracking, but that SPP staff would gather more information on ISO-NE’s project estimation and 
cost allocation process that was of particular interest to the SPC in the day’s discussion and provide that 
to the SPC and the CAWG.  Discussions also centered on the composition of the proposed PCWG and 
what would be done in the event a determination is made that a project is beyond the bounds.  Several 
participants noted that it is difficult to prepare really solid estimates when the line route has yet to be 
approved, so at the cost/benefit stage the policy question for the committee to consider is what 
recognition of this risk is reflected in the estimate. 
 
Katherine Prewitt then presented staff’s cost estimate improvements proposal (Cost estimate 
Improvement Proposal Presentation and Whitepaper – Attachment 6).  The purpose of the proposal is to 
provide a standardized estimate with higher accuracy, increased detail and greater transparency and 
accountability. The proposal began the dialogue on bandwidth variance levels for project estimates 
depending upon the life cycle of the project. 
 
Katherine next presented staff’s proposal regarding the establishment of design and construction 
standards for regionally-funded highway projects (Regional Standards Presentation and Whitepaper – 
Attachment 7).  Transmission Owners expressed concerns about standardizing.  It was noted that there 
needs to be a balance between the organizations’ desire for cost certainty with the Transmission Owners’ 
uncertainty on a number of issues impacting costs, particularly in the initial phases of project estimation.  
It was repeatedly expressed that good transparent estimation processes are the best method to ensure 
cost certainty.  The counterpoint expressed by regulators is that, real or perceived, the granting of a NTC 
by the Board and the addition of FERC incentives granted for transmission expansion leaves little 
incentive for entities to not “gold-plate” the project.  Some participants cited the Novation process as the 
root of the problem.   
 
Following staff’s presentations two questions were put to the membership: first was member reaction to 
the PCWG and second was member reaction to Novation for a regionally-funded Highway project to 
undergo some competitive solicitation process as opposed to assignment from the TO.  Reaction to the 
PCWG was mixed.  Reaction to competitive bidding was similarly mixed but leaning towards opposed. 
 
Finally, regulators noted that staff’s proposals were steps in the right direction and cautioned members 
not to have a pre-determined opposition to design and construction standards, and encouraged members 
to understand that SPP is in a new era of regionally-funded projects.  Standards and competitive bidding 
are ways to help avoid misperceptions and provide regulators with confidence that there is no “gold-
plating”. 
 
Kip Fox (AEP) then presented on behalf of a coalition of Transmission Owners their proposal for cost 
estimation review process (Proposal for Cost Estimation Review Process for SPP regionally-Funded 
Transmission – Attachment 8).  Much of the discussion around this presentation focused on the “funnel” 
chart contained on Slide 11.  This funnel chart described proposed bandwidths of estimation depending 
on the life-cycle of a transmission project.   The question to be decided is, "... what are the bandwidths 
that SPP as an organization is trying to achieve."   
 

Agenda Item 3 – Entergy Update  

Report was deferred. 
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Agenda Item 4 – SPP Aggregate Value Proposition Introduction 

Scott Noble provided a brief presentation on the development of an Aggregate Value Proposition (SPP 
Aggregate Value Proposition – Attachment 9). 

Agenda Item 5 – Summary of Action Items 

Action items are: 
• For the next SPC meeting have an experienced certified Project Management professional 

present to the Committee their estimation and project processes. 
• In addition, for the next SPC meeting SPP staff would arrange for someone to present greater 

detail on the ISO-NE project estimation and cost allocation methodology which apparently 
includes provisions for not only general but specific allocations of projects costs. 

• Use questions from today’s meeting to refine the presentations for the next SPC meeting. 
• Ricky and Michael will distill from the meeting today the questions for further discussion. 

 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Michael Desselle 
Secretary 
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Executive Summary 

SPP’s annual organizational group surveys collect ratings and opinions from its committees and 
working groups about the year’s progress. The SPP Communications Department issued the surveys 
via Key Survey, an online tool, and compiled results. Surveys were issued on September 13 to 
members listed on SPP.org group rosters. Reminders were sent on September 20 and September 23, 
and we sent a note to staff secretaries on September 22 asking them to follow up with group 
members on survey completion. 
 
Respondents were asked to rate a series of questions of a scale of 1-5, in which 1 indicates a strong 
disagreement with a positive statement and 5 indicates strong agreement. They also had the 
opportunity to leave open-ended responses. This year we asked a new question, Please rate the 
overall effectiveness of this group. In previous years we asked, Compared to other groups in which I 
participate, this organizational group is… with an effectiveness scale. This question was confusing 
because some people do not participate in other groups. We needed an overall effectiveness question 
we can use for year-by-year comparison. This year’s report lists the new effectiveness rating, and 
also calculates the average of the other questions and compares that number to the same mean from 
2009. Due to the small sample sizes, we did not perform detailed statistical analysis on the surveys.  
    
Average ratings for 15 of 19 groups were favorable - above 4. The Critical Infrastructure Protection 
Working Group received the highest average rating of 4.52, and the Cost Allocation Working Group 
the lowest at 3.29. Average ratings compared to 2009 were minor - approximately ¼ of a point up or 
down in most cases - except for the CAWG, which was down 1.1 point. (However, only three people 
took the CAWG survey.) 
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Respondents did not leave very many qualitative responses this year. The open-ended responses 
should be closely examined by each organizational group for specific action items. Of particular note 
were a number of lengthy comments about the MOPC’s voting structure and process. As in previous 
years, the only theme that emerged across most groups is the need to post meeting materials farther 
in advance so members have more time to review them.  

 
Summaries of group surveys: 
 
Business Practices Working Group 
Nine of 11 people took this survey, an 82% response rate. Respondents gave the BPWG a 4.6 overall 
effectiveness rating, the survey’s most positive response. Aggregate mean scores of the other 
questions was 4.13, down from 4.33 in 2009. Highest ratings of 4.3 went to members committed to 
participate, members supportive, and chair seeks input. Lowest ratings went to: members come 
prepared (3.8), facilitation is sufficient (3.9), and dissenting voices are heard (3.9). 
 

There were only three open-ended comments: satisfaction with the secretary’s preparation; meeting 
materials often delayed; and great membership, some of whom could be more involved. 
  
Change Working Group 
Thirteen of 20 people took this survey, a 65% response rate. Respondents gave the CWG a 4.2 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.28, up from 4.25 in 
2009. Highest ratings of 4.6 went to chair is supportive and chair ensures follow-through. Lowest 
ratings of 3.8 went to: diversity and members have necessary expertise. 
 

There were a number of qualitative comments, including many positive comments about the chair 
and secretary, the need to identify the right people to serve on the group, and the need for more buy-
in and support of the CWG from member companies and SPP staff. 

 
Corporate Governance Committee 
Six of eight people took this survey, a 75% response rate. Respondents gave the committee a 4.5 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.42, down from 4.57 
in 2009. All ratings for this group were high; one 4 and most above 4.3. Highest ratings went to 
dissenting voices are heard (4.7), chair seeks input (4.6), chair keeps group on task (4.6), and chair 
is supportive (4.6). Lowest ratings went to: members come prepared (4.2), members are focused (4), 
and sense of accomplishment (4.2). 
 

There were only a few qualitative comments, two focused on the need to solicit and police group 
participation. 

 
Cost Allocation Working Group 
Four of 12 people took this survey, a low 33% response rate. Respondents gave the CAWG a 4 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was a lower 3.29, down 
from 4.4 in 2009 (only three people took the survey in 2009, too). Lowest ratings went to timeliness 
of materials (2.5) and sense of accomplishment (2.8). Highest ratings of 3.8 went to: members 
focused, facilitation sufficient, and agenda reflects actions. 
 

There were only two open-ended comments, noting that the group is not supposed to be diverse 
since it represents state commissions, and that meeting materials should continue to be timely. 
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Critical Infrastructure Protection Working Group 
Eleven of 16 people took this survey, a 69% response rate. Respondents gave the CIPWG a 4.6 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.52, about the same 
as 4.57 in 2009. All ratings for this group were high; all above 4.2. Highest ratings of 4.9 went to 
chair is supportive and chair seeks input. Lowest ratings went to: members come prepared (4.2), 
diversity (4.3), members have necessary expertise (4.3), and decisions are identified (4.3). 
 

Qualitative responses included a number of positive comments about the chair and the group’s value, 
the need for increased member participation, and the need for more information about advanced CIP 
topics. 

 
Economic Studies Working Group 
Twelve of 17 people took this survey, a 71% response rate. Respondents gave the ESWG a 3.9 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 3.96, about the same 
as 3.97 in 2009. Highest ratings of 4.3 went to diversity, dissenting voices are heard, and members 
have necessary expertise. Lowest ratings went to: timeliness of materials (3.2), members come 
prepared (3.7), and chair keeps group on task (3.7). 
 

Qualitative responses noted inadequate time to review materials, the need for experts to assist with 
complex information, that members can be distracted and get off track, and a concern that issues are 
not being given enough consideration in other committees. 

 
Finance Committee 
Six of seven people took this survey, an 86% response rate. Respondents gave the committee a 4.2 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.19, slightly down 
from 4.23 in 2009. Highest ratings of 4.7 went to chair is supportive and chair seeks input. Lowest 
ratings went to: members come prepared (3.8), and chair keeps group on task (3.5). 
 

There were a few qualitative responses that noted improvement over last year, and a comment that 
the “chair’s philosophy is that through discussion is more important that adhering to an artificial 
schedule.” 

 
Generation Working Group 
Five of 10 people took this survey, a 50% response rate. Respondents gave the GWG a 4.2 overall 
effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.09, improved from 3.81 in 
2009. There was little variance in the ratings; most were either 4 or 4.2. The highest rating of 4.4 
went to chair is supportive. The only two scores below 4 were sense of accomplishment (3.8) and 
decisions are identified (3.8). 
 

There were five qualitative responses that all addressed the group’s improvement. 
 

Human Resources Committee 
Six of seven people took this survey, an 86% response rate. Respondents gave the HRC a 4.3 overall 
effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.26, above the 2009 rating 
of 4. The highest ratings of 4.8 were for chair is supportive and chair seeks input.  The only two 
ratings below 4 went to: sense of accomplishment (3.8), and timeliness of materials (3.5). 
 

There was only one open-ended comment that noted the chair’s outstanding work. 
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Markets and Operations Policy Committee 
Twenty-eight of 59 people took this survey, a 47% response rate. Respondents gave the MOPC a 3.9 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 3.98, up from 3.93 in 
2009. Highest ratings of 4.4 were for agenda reflect actions and diversity. Lowest ratings went to: 
members come prepared (3.4), and members are focused (3.6). 
 

There were a number of qualitative responses. One main focus was meeting materials: should be 
posted earlier, need copies of all presentations, too much, don’t reflect comments, should more 
clearly match to agenda topics, and should be screened by senior staff for content. Other comments 
noted that membership should be better balanced and the voting structure/process should be 
reevaluated. 

 
Market Working Group 
Thirteen of 16 people took this survey, an 81% response rate. Respondents gave the MWG a 4.2 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.1, up from 3.96 in 
2009. Highest ratings of 4.4 were for chair seeks input and chair ensures follow-through. Lowest 
ratings went to: members come prepared (3.5), and timeliness of materials (3.7). 
 

Qualitative responses noted that the frequency of meetings can make it difficult to 
post/review/understand materials; support from SPP Operations is valuable; the Market Design team 
seems to be more administrative than subject matter experts; four positive comments about the chair; 
and the need for more clarity/structure around the decision-making process. 

 
Model Development Working Group 
Twelve of 13 people took this survey, a 92% response rate. Respondents gave the MDWG a 3.9 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.09, up from 3.98 in 
2009. Highest ratings of 4.5 were for agenda reflect actions (4.5) and members are supportive (4.5).  
Lowest ratings of 3.6 went to: timeliness of materials and members come prepared. 
 

Qualitative responses noted improvement in materials but the need for more time to review, and 
concerns about training staff replacements and model delays. 

 
Operating Reliability Working Group 
Ten of 13 people took this survey, a 77% response rate. Respondents gave the ORWG a 4.2 overall 
effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.33, up from 4.29 in 2009. 
There were no scores below 4. Highest ratings of 4.7 were for agenda reflect actions and chair is 
supportive. Lowest ratings were for chair keeps group on task (4), and members are focused (4.1). 
 

Qualitative responses noted satisfaction with the group’s regional focus and the staff secretary. 
Respondents would like more SPP staff support of the ORWG, joint meetings with the MWG, 
coordination of comments to NERC, and more time to review materials. 

 
Operations Training Working Group 
Eleven of 12 people took this survey, a 92% response rate. Respondents gave the OTWG a 4.7 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.38, down from 4.67 
in 2009. Scores were high in all areas, with only one below 4. Highest ratings of 4.7 were for agenda 
reflect actions and minutes are accurate. Lowest ratings were for diversity (3.8), and chair seeks 
input (4.1). 
 

Qualitative responses noted satisfaction with the group’s effectiveness, secretary, and administrative 
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assistant. Respondents would like to see more: participation from system operators, input from SPP 
staff and industry, diversity, and advertising for increased attendance at trainings. 
 
Oversight Committee 
Four of four people took this survey, a 100% response rate. Respondents gave the committee a 4.8 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.48, up from 4.19 in 
2009. Scores were high in all areas, with only one below 4. Highest ratings of 5 were for members 
come prepared and members are committed. Lowest ratings were for diversity (3.5), and members 
are focused (4). There were no qualitative responses. 

 
Regional Tariff Working Group 
Fourteen of 21 people took this survey, a 67% response rate. Respondents gave the RTWG a 4.2 
overall effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.28, up from 4.19 in 
2009. Scores were high in all areas, with only one below 4. Highest ratings of 4.5 were for chair 
seeks input, chair is supportive, and chair keeps group on task. Lowest ratings were for members 
come prepared (3.9), timely meeting materials (4) and sense of accomplishment (4). 
 

Qualitative responses noted a tendency to take neutral positions, and the need to improve inter-group 
communication, more carefully consider timing of meetings, and post materials sooner. 

 
Strategic Planning Committee 
Eleven of 12 people took this survey, a 92% response rate. Respondents gave the SPC a 4.2 overall 
effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 4.44, up from 4.23 in 2009. 
Scores were above 4 in all areas. The lowest score of 4.1 was for timeliness of meeting materials. 
Seven items rated the highest score of 4.6, including ratings of the chair, agenda, diversity, decisions 
identified, and members are supportive.  
 

Qualitative responses noted satisfaction with electronic materials. Respondents would like to see a 
better and more comprehensive focus on long-term goals for both the SPP RE and RTO, and more 
participation from the Board and RSC. 

 
System Protection and Control Working Group 
Ten of 13 people took this survey, a 77% response rate. Respondents gave the SPCWG a 3.5 overall 
effectiveness rating; however, aggregate mean scores of the other questions was a higher 4.32, up 
from 3.94 in 2009. Scores were above 4 in all areas but one. The lowest scores were for sense of 
accomplishment (3.9) and members come prepared (4). Highest ratings were for members are 
committed (4.6), members are supportive (4.7), and chair is supportive (4.7). 
 
In their open-ended comments, respondents noted they would like to see better defined 
responsibilities, regular face-to-face meeting locations, meeting scheduled farther in advance, and 
more guidance from SPP staff and NERC on the UFLS standard. 
  
Transmission Working Group 
Sixteen of 24 people took this survey, a 67% response rate. Respondents gave the TWG a 4 overall 
effectiveness rating. Aggregate mean scores of the other questions was 3.96, down from 4.31 in 
2009. The lowest scores were for timeliness of meeting materials (2.8) and members come prepared 
(3.3). Highest ratings were for chair is supportive (4.4) and chair keeps group on task (4.3). 
 

In their open-ended comments, respondents noted the large amount of materials, the need to post 
materials farther in advance, and that minutes should reflect all participation. Four comments praised 
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the chair’s leadership. Several comments suggested that staff should better listen to members and 
give the TWG more time for review. 



Strategic Planning Committee - 2010 Organizational Effectiveness Survey 

My position on this organizational group is that of a... Response
Percent

Response
Total

Member ██████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 81.8% 9

Chair ███████ 9.1% 1

Secretary ███████ 9.1% 1

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Please rate the group's MEETING PREPARATION:

The agenda reflects the actions to be taken during the meeting. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Strongly Agree ████████████████████████████████████████████ 54.5% 6

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:The agenda reflects the actions to be taken during the meeting.

Mean
4.6

Meeting materials are provided in a timely manner. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree █████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 90.9% 10

Strongly Agree ███████ 9.1% 1

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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Statistics for question:Meeting materials are provided in a timely manner.

Mean
4.1

The information provided prior to the meeting is utilized during the meeting. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ██████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 81.8% 9

Strongly Agree ██████████████ 18.2% 2

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:The information provided prior to the meeting is utilized during the meeting.

Mean
4.2

Meeting minutes are an accurate reflection of the meeting. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ███████████████████████████████████████████████████ 63.6% 7

Strongly Agree █████████████████████████████ 36.4% 4

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Meeting minutes are an accurate reflection of the meeting.

Mean
4.4
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Additional comments: Response
Total

2

The process is much more efficient with materials being available electronically rather
than in hard copy.

Excellent Committee!

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 2 respondents; 0 filtered; 9 skipped.

Please rate the group's MEMBERSHIP:

Membership represents the diversity of the SPP organization. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ██████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 81.8% 9

Strongly Agree ██████████████ 18.2% 2

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Membership represents the diversity of the SPP organization.

Mean
4.2

Membership has the necessary expertise and/or skills to accomplish its goals. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Strongly Agree ████████████████████████████████████████████ 54.5% 6

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Membership has the necessary expertise and/or skills to accomplish its goals.

Mean
4.6
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Members come prepared to meetings. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ██████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 72.7% 8

Strongly Agree ██████████████████████ 27.3% 3

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Members come prepared to meetings.

Mean
4.3

Members are committed to participate and accomplish the group's goals. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ██████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 72.7% 8

Strongly Agree ██████████████████████ 27.3% 3

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Members are committed to participate and accomplish the group's goals.

Mean
4.3

Members are supportive and respectful of the individual needs and differences
of group members.

Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Strongly Agree ████████████████████████████████████████████ 54.5% 6

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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Statistics for question:Members are supportive and respectful of the individual needs and differences of group
members.

Mean
4.6

Additional comments: Response
Total

1

Because members represent diverse interests it is sometimes difficult for the Committee
to focus on what strategically is in SPP's best long term interest.

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 1 respondents; 0 filtered; 10 skipped.

Please rate the group's MEETING CONDUCT:

Members are focused during discussion. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ████████████████████████████████████████████ 54.5% 6

Strongly Agree ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Members are focused during discussion.

Mean
4.5

Decisions are identified and action is recommended. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Strongly Agree ████████████████████████████████████████████ 54.5% 6

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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Statistics for question:Decisions are identified and action is recommended.

Mean
4.6

Facilitation is sufficient to guide discussion. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ██████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 72.7% 8

Strongly Agree ██████████████████████ 27.3% 3

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Facilitation is sufficient to guide discussion.

Mean
4.3

Dissenting voices are heard. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ████████████████████████████████████████████ 54.5% 6

Strongly Agree ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Dissenting voices are heard.

Mean
4.5
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I depart with a feeling that we have accomplished something. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ███████████████████████████████████████████████████ 63.6% 7

Strongly Agree █████████████████████████████ 36.4% 4

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:I depart with a feeling that we have accomplished something.

Mean
4.4

Additional comments: Response
Total

0

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 0 respondents; 0 filtered; 11 skipped.

Please rate the group's CHAIR:

The chair seeks input, and organizational group members are able to influence
key decisions and plans.

Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree ████████████████████████████████████████████ 54.5% 6

Strongly Agree ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:The chair seeks input, and organizational group members are able to influence key decisions
and plans.

Mean
4.5
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The chair is supportive and respectful of the individual needs and differences
of group members.

Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree █████████████████████████████ 36.4% 4

Strongly Agree ███████████████████████████████████████████████████ 63.6% 7

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:The chair is supportive and respectful of the individual needs and differences of group
members.

Mean
4.6

The chair keeps the group on task. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree █████████████████████████████ 36.4% 4

Strongly Agree ███████████████████████████████████████████████████ 63.6% 7

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:The chair keeps the group on task.

Mean
4.6

The chair ensures follow-through on questions and commitments. Response
Percent

Response
Total

Strongly Disagree 0% 0

Disagree 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Agree █████████████████████████████ 36.4% 4

Strongly Agree ███████████████████████████████████████████████████ 63.6% 7

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.
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Statistics for question:The chair ensures follow-through on questions and commitments.

Mean
4.6

Additional comments: Response
Total

1

Participation by Board Members is key.  Also, encourage RSC Members to attend.

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 1 respondents; 0 filtered; 10 skipped.
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Please indicate other organizational groups whose meetings you regularly
attend. Choose all that apply.

Response
Percent

Response
Total

Business Practices
Working Group 0% 0

Change Working Group 0% 0

Corporate Governance
Committee

████████████████ 20% 2

Cost Allocation Working
Group

████████ 10% 1

Critical Infrastructure
Protection Working Group 0% 0

Economic Studies Working
Group 0% 0

Finance Committee ████████████████ 20% 2

Generation Working Group 0% 0

Human Resources
Committee 0% 0

Market Working Group ████████ 10% 1

Markets and Operations
Policy Committee

████████████████████████████████████████████████ 60% 6

Model Development
Working Group 0% 0

Operating Reliability
Working Group 0% 0

Operations Training
Working Group 0% 0

Oversight Committee ████████ 10% 1

Regional State Committee ████████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 70% 7

Regional Tariff Working
Group

████████ 10% 1

Strategic Planning
Committee

████████████████████████████████ 40% 4

System Protection and
Control Working Group 0% 0

Transmission Working
Group 0% 0

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 10 respondents; 0 filtered; 1 skipped.
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Please provide three or more recommendations for improvement of this particular
group and/or SPP's overall organizational group structure.

Response
Total

2

1.  Encourage RSC Members to attend meetings.
2.  Encourage all SPP BOD Members to attend.

Challenge ourselves to be longer range in our prespectives.
Be comprehensive in our thinking about the RTO and the RE.
Think from the point of view of the consumers of in the footprint.

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 2 respondents; 0 filtered; 9 skipped.

Please rate the overall effectiveness of this group: Response
Percent

Response
Total

Very Ineffective ███████ 9.1% 1

Ineffective 0% 0

Neutral 0% 0

Effective ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Very Effective ████████████████████████████████████ 45.5% 5

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 11 respondents; 0 filtered; 0 skipped.

Statistics for question:Please rate the overall effectiveness of this group:

Mean
4.2

Please share any additional comments about the organizational group's effectiveness: Response
Total

0

Total # of respondents 11. Statistics based on 0 respondents; 0 filtered; 11 skipped.
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SPP Organizational Group Self-Evaluation/Assessment 
(August 2009 – July 2010) 

 
GROUP NAME:  Strategic Planning Committee 
 
CHARTER/SCOPE UPDATE: Attached Charter/Scope has been reviewed:  No 
 
MEMBER ROSTER/ATTENDANCE: 
 

Member Company Sector # Present # Absent 

Bittle, Ricky 
Arkansas Electric 
Cooperative 
Corporation 

Cooperatives 6 1 

Eckelberger, Jim Director N/A 6 1 

 Evans, Les Kansas Electric 
Power Cooperative Cooperatives 6 1 

Janssen, Rob Dogwood Independent 
Power Producer 7 0 

Martin, Josh Director N/A 6 1 

Palmer, Mike The Empire District 
Electric Company Investor-Owned 6 1 

Perkins, Melvin OG&E Electric 
Services Investor-Owned 5 2 

(1 Proxy) 

Pope, Pat Nebraska Public 
Power District State Agencies 5 2 

Skilton, Harry I. Director N/A 6 1 

Wise, Mike Golden Spread 
Electric Cooperatives 5 2 

Wooley, Tim Xcel Energy Investor-Owned 3 4 
(4 Proxies) 

Desselle, Michael Staff Secretary  6 1 
*Only on Committee for part of the assessment period. 
 
Please list the number of members represented in the following areas: 
Trans/Owners Trans/Users Directors 

4 4 3 
 

Sectors 
IOU Coop Muni State/Fed IPP/Marketer Alt Power/Public Interest Lg Retail Sm Retail 

3 3  1 1    
 
AVERAGE OVERALL ATTENDANCE (INCLUDING NON-GROUP MEMBERS):  31 
 
MEETINGS HELD TO DATE:   Live:   5       Teleconference:  2 
 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF MEETINGS: 4:57 
 
NUMBER OF VOTES TAKEN:  4 
 
*MEETING COST(S):  $44,645.93 
 



 
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS/ISSUES ADDRESSED BY THE GROUP: 
 

1. Development and Publication of the 2010 Strategic Plan 
2. Developed policy direction for the Priority Project study assumptions 
3. Developed policy direction to begin the definition of “Robust Transmission” in the 

SPP footprint 
4. Initiated policy discussion on withdrawal obligations of Transmission Owners 

 
MAJOR PENDING ISSUES BEFORE THE GROUP: 
 

1. Develop policy recommendations regarding cost increases/overruns on regionally 
funded transmission projects, novation process and regionally funded design and 
construction standards 

 
* Meeting costs include hotel expenses (room rental, A/V, food and beverage), estimate of 
teleconference expenses, and Director fees for attendance. 



 

 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE 
Pending Action Items Status Report 

January 13, 2011 
 

Action Item Date 
Originated Status Comments 

 
Develop implementation plan for the 
Strategic Plan and present at next meeting 
 

July 15, 2010 Complete Agenda Item 

 
Carl Monroe to develop and consider 
Compliance Working Group Charter 
 

October 14, 
2010 In Progress Discuss at the MOPC 

on 1/11-12/11

ESWG proposal for ITP planning cycle 
weighting and decisions (Carl Monroe) 

October 14, 
2010 In Progress 

MOPC to act on 
ITP20 Report  
1/11-12/11
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RSC Motions 
Updates

Strategic Planning 
CommitteeCommittee

January 13, 2011
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Regional State Committee Motions

• MOTION 1: RSC recommends that SPP review what is the best 
manner to address significant cost increases and/or overruns 
f t i i j t th t i ll f d dof transmission projects that are regionally funded.

• MOTION 2: RSC recommends that SPP review the SPP review 
the Novation Process and report to the RSC by April 2011.

• MOTION 3: RSC recommends that SPP consider establishing 
design and construction standards for transmission projects 
at 200 kV and above that are regionally funded.

3

g y

• MOTION 4: SPP evaluate how cost estimates are established 
for transmission projects before Cost Benefit Analysis are 
performed.

3

SPC Review and Feedback

• Whitepapers presented at December 3 SPC meeting
SPC generally supported Staff and AEP’s approaches presented in 
whitepapers as a positive first stepwhitepapers as a positive first step

Further development and refinement of approaches presented in 
whitepapers is needed

Revisions to whitepapers and updates on processes to be 
presented at January round of stakeholder meetings

• SPC feedback
SPC requested a presentation related to the inclusion of Project

4

SPC requested a presentation related to the inclusion of  Project 
Management Principles in SPP’s proposed process revisions

SPC requested a presentation on the ISO‐New England cost 
allocation and cost projection process

4
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Motion 1: 
Cost Variances

Cost Variances

• Detailed cost variance reporting

– Enhance project tracking report
Recently added all original estimates available to Project Tracking Report

– Implement Standardized Cost Application tool (SCA)
Updates with detailed cost breakdown 

– Analyze costs at several levels

– Incorporate Project Management Institute(PMI) 
techniques

• Project Cost Working Group (PCWG)

– Review variances monthly for changes +/‐ 25%

– Provide quarterly report to RSC and BOD

– Determine restudy
6
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Motion 2: 
Novation Process

Assignment versus Novation

• Assignment: TO can transfer responsibility for a 
project but remains legally and financially obligatedproject but remains legally and financially obligated 
to construct the project

• Novation: TO may seek to transfer all legal and 
financial responsibility and be relieved of all 
obligation for a project to an existing TO or an entity 
capable of becoming a TO in accordance with SPP 

8

OATT and Membership Agreement
– To facilitate novations, SPP created a standard 
agreement that has been filed with and approved by 
FERC

8
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Reasons for Assignment or Novation

• A short list of factors that may result in a decision by a 
TO to assign or novate a projectTO to assign or novate a project

– Funding or financing limitations

– Increased costs of funding

– Concerns about the impact of funding a large EHV project 
on the TOs overall financial health

9

– Inability to timely construct the project 

• Example of limitations/restrictions of RUS funding

9

FERC Incentives/State roles and responsibilities

• In response to the Energy Policy Act of 2005, FERC 
Order 679 implementing new policies regarding 
TOs’ cost of service – providing incentives

• Each state has unique statutes setting requirements for 
eligibility to build transmission facilities

• State statutes control siting and determination of 
whether the project “is in the public interest” 

10

• States can participate in FERC formula rate proceedings

• States can participate in CCN proceedings in other 
states

• States control Integrated Resource Planning 
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Challenges to Side‐by‐Side Comparison

Creating a definitive side‐by‐side comparison of the impacts of 
ratemaking factors such as NPCC, CWIP, and AFUDC would be 
challenging for several reasons

• There is no adequate baseline for a comparison, as it may not be 
financially feasible for the original designated TO to build the 
project, at least not at its traditional cost of service.  The original 
designated TO that decides to assign or novate a project may not 
deem it necessary to estimate project cost

• The various cost components are interrelated.  Neither SPP, the 
original designated TO, nor a third‐party builder is able to 
precisely determine its financing costs in the project estimation

11

precisely determine its financing costs in the project estimation 
phase

• The final rate is dependent on a FERC determination regarding 
the justness and reasonableness of the appropriate incentives

• The rate impact will depend on the TO which the project is 
assigned

• Comparisons will not be definitive 11

Motion 3: 
Construction/Design 
Standards
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Implementation of Standards
Consideration must be given to the potential issues design and construction 
standards may create for SPP. The key is in how these standards are utilized. 

• If the standards are used for cost estimation and tracking only and/or 
setting some limit on the portion of a project’s costs that are regionalized, 
SPP should not be subject to any more liability than it is today. 

• If the standards are actual construction standards, determining how a 
project will be designed and built, and SPP owns and enforces adherence 
to those standards, the organization is arguably subject to more liability. 

– Should an incident occur with the facilities (failure, injury, etc.), relief will be 
sought from all parties involved, including SPP as owner of the design. While 
SPP may not actually be liable it will certainly be engaged in litigation that is it

13

SPP may not actually be liable, it will certainly be engaged in litigation that is it 
not subject to today. 

– Such litigation, and even the potential for it, places SPP and its members in 
positions that are very different from the status quo and will likely cause a 
cultural shift in the organization.

13

Motion 4:  
Cost Estimate 
Standard
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Cost Estimate Process

• Cost Estimates 

– Recognize different stages in cost estimate process.Recognize different stages in cost estimate process.

Stage 1: high level cost estimate

Stage 2: incumbent TO updates stage1 estimates

Stage 3 :detailed estimates by TO using estimating 
tool  explaining variations

– Stakeholder approved cost estimation tool

• Apply Project Management Principles  
– PMI Cost estimation techniques
– Risk management or Contingency allowance

15

TY

Highest

Conceptual Estimate •Based on historical costs

Estimating Before and After NTC

NTC Issued

U
N

C
E

R
TA

IN
TConceptual Estimate Based on historical costs

•Rough straight line path – no detail

Study Estimate •Rough measure of distance
•Based on historical costs
•More refined review provided to SPP

Design Estimate •Detailed alternatives
• Firm Routing
•Known environmental issues

16

None

Construction Estimate •All labor, material, equipment, 
Contingencies

Actual Cost
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Project Cost Task Force (PCTF)
• Staff recommends MOPC form PCTF and volunteers 
by end of January

• Further develop whitepapers related to RSC Motions 
1, 3 and 4

– Help ensure rigorous and transparent evaluation of 
cost estimate variances

– Consist of ten members from different entities with 
i i h f ll i

17

experience in the following areas:
Construction cost estimation/control

Rate‐making

Project management

• Expect PCTF to become permanent WG
17

Policy 
Considerations
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Motions 1, 3, and 4 
(Need to discuss may be superseded by the actions of the MOPC)

• Project Cost TF and WG

– Determine and define each groups’ roles and 
responsibilities

– Determine appropriate membership

– Determine appropriate reporting position in SPP 
Stakeholder process

19

– Report back to SPC in April (or sooner) with scope, 
schedule for completion, etc.

• Work should commence in the interim

19

Motion 1 – Management of Cost Variances

• SPP should apply Project Management principles
Th fl f h d l f j i– The flow of the development of project cost estimates as 
generally illustrated by the Transmission Owners “V”

• Project tracking will include comparison of actual and 
approved estimates – historical perspective 

• Pending: how to address ATPs and NTCs in case of 
t d

20

restudy

20
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Motion 2 – Novations

• SPP will provide all proposed Novations to MOPC 
for approval, to RSC for review and discussion, 
and then to BOD/MC for approval prior to filing 
with FERC

2121

Motion 3 – Construction Standards

• Pending: should SPP, Inc. take on the potential 
liability associated with implementation of such 
standards

• Pending: would these standards be used for 
estimation/tracking only, or for actual construction

• If standards are to be implemented, a working group 

22

must be established to develop 

22
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Motion 4 – Cost Estimate Process

• SPP will apply Project Management principles

• Pending: how do we add credibility to the process
– PCWG

– Independent expert assistance

– Cost estimating tool

2323

Other

• Authorization to Plan
Pending: Purpose– Pending: Purpose

– Pending: Documentation required

• Integrated Transmission Plan
– Staff has initiated ITP10 and the Near Term Assessment

– Staff recommends Robust Plan 1 as baseline

2424
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Les Dillahunty
Special Assistant to the CEO
501‐614‐3215
ldillahunty@spp.org

25

Katherine Prewitt
Director, Planning
501.614.3518
kprewitt@spp.org
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
SPP STAFF 

Recommendation to the Strategic Planning Committee 
January 13, 2011 

 
Task Force for Interest of Entergy in Membership (TFIEM) 

 

Organizational Roster 
The following persons are members of the TFIEM: 

Kip Fox – AEP 
Pat Pope – NPPD 
Bary Warren – EDE 
Ron Gary – LAFA 
 

Rob Janssen – Kelson 
Ricky Bittle – AECC 
Jake Langthorn – OGE 
 

The following stakeholders participated in group discussions: 

David Brian – ETEC 
Bruce Cude – SPS 
Paul Malone – NPPD 
 

Jon Sunneberg – NPPD 
James Hotovy – NPPD 
 

 

Background 
TFIEM has had a number of meetings and discussions about the Entergy Cost Benefit Analysis.  The 
TFIEM assisted in assumptions for use in the analysis. Their more recent work has been on cost 
allocation. 

Analysis 
Staff believes it is time for a proposal to Entergy, EAI, and/or CLECO to join SPP.  This proposal should 
include: 

1. SPP Administration Fee 
2. Cost of Integration 

a. Transmission 
b. SPP Systems and Project 

3. Entry into Regional Cost Allocation 
a. Entergy and SPP transmission projects 
b. Unintended Consequences 

4. Transmission Revenue Sharing 
5. Timing with Integrated Marketplace 
6. Regulatory approvals and timing 
7. Other qualitative issues; i.e. transition to the SPP transmission planning process 
8. Withdrawal Conditions 
9. Governance 

a. Including RSC 
 
The next TFIEM meeting is scheduled for January 18, 2011 at 3:00 pm. 



 

Recommendation 
Staff requests that the SPC direct the TFIEM to develop a proposal providing specific direction for 
negotiations with Entergy, EAI, and/or CLECO concerning membership in SPP for presentation to the 
SPC in March 2011 in order that a specific recommendation can be made to the MOPC, RSC, and BOD 
in their April, 2011 meetings. 

Action Requested: Approve Recommendation 
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SPP Aggregate 
Value Proposition

January 13, 2011

SPP Stakeholder Value Creation

Components:

• Collaborative effort ‐‐Members and SPP

• Member resource pooling

• SPP unbiased, Region‐wide optimization 

• Provision of leveraged, centralized services

2
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Sources of SPP Value

Regional Optimizationeg o a Opt at o

SPP is able to optimize 
current operations and 

future plans at the Regional 
level versus at an individual 

member level.

3

Sources of Value – Economies of Scale

Leveraged, Centralized 
Services

SPP provides services centrally 
for the entire SPP region so each 
Balancing Authority can avoid like 
costs.  SPP invests in specialized 
resources, leveraging scale 
economies, to provide services at 
lower cost (and greater

4

lower cost (and greater 
effectiveness) than could be 
done on a distributed basis. 
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Valuation Estimation Premise

If SPP, or a similar RTO did not exist ‐‐

A)   What current sources of VALUE would not be 
available to the members of SPP?  

B) What costs would each BA/TO/member 
organization need to add to support SPP 
centralized functions?

5

XYZ
Energy

Region vs. Stand Alone

SPP Aggregate Value Categories

Reliability Services

Region‐Wide 
Transmission 
Planning

Energy Market 
Operation

6

Leveraged, Centralized 
Services
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Reliability Services

Annual Value

• Reliability Coordination

• Reserve Sharing  – A process 
whereby members can minimize 
reserve costs by sharing pro‐
rata in a larger resource pool

$ 280 – $ 590 M

$ 185 – $ 280 M

7

Total $ 465 – $ 870 M

Region‐Wide Transmission Planning

• Net value (projected benefits –
amortized cost estimates) of optimized 

Annual Value

Region‐wide transmission 

– Region‐wide projects before BP/PP

– Projects for which NTC’s have been 
issued  

Balanced Portfolio (BP) 
Priority Projects (PP) 

SPP id d i i di $ 20 M

$ 165 M *
$ 315 M *

$      5 M

• SPP provided engineering studies

8

$   20 M

Total* Represents average 10‐year value
starting in 2012 for BP and 2015 for PP

$ 505 M
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Operate Open, Transparent 
Energy Markets

• Operation of the Energy 
Annual Value

$ 100 MImbalance Market (EIS)

• Operation of the Integrated 
Marketplace Gross Benefit    
(Net Benefit = $100 M/yr)

• Consolidated Balancing 
Authority (CBA) staff cost

$ 100 M

$ 150 M *

$   10 ‐ $ 15 M *

Authority (CBA) staff cost 
avoidance

9

*  Represents Value Beginning in 2014

Total $ 260 ‐ $ 265 M

Leveraged, Centralized Services

The SPP Leveraged, Centralized Services include:

• Centralized Training• Centralized Training

• Tariff Administration and Scheduling Services

• Regulatory and Legal Services

• Compliance

• Settlements (Transmission and Markets)

C S i• Contract Services

10

Annual Value:      $ 100 ‐ $ 125 M 
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SPP Aggregate Value ‐ Summary

SPP Value Components

Reliability Services

Annual Value

$   465 – $ 870 My

Region‐Wide Transmission 
Planning

Operate Open, Transparent 
Energy Markets

Leveraged, Centralized Services

(Less FERC RTO “penalty”)

$ 505 M

$   260 – $ 265 M

$   100 – $ 125 M

( $  5 – $    0 M )( p y )

11

Total Estimated Gross Value

Less Tariff Fees

Net Estimated SPP Value

$ 1,325  – $ 1,765 M
(  $ 65 M  )

$ 1,260  – $ 1,700 M

1600

1800

Fee to Value 
Comparison

SPP Aggregate Value Proposition (Mid Range Values & Ramped Future Values)

* Projected net benefit by year used for 
Balanced Portfolio/Priority Projects.

600

800

1000

1200

1400

Current Value

Reliability Services Reserve Sharing Group Engineering Studies

Balanced Portfolio *

Priority Projects *

 M
ill
io
ns
/y
ea
r

Integrated Marketplace

12

0

200

400

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Reliability Services, Reserve Sharing Group, Engineering Studies, 
Energy Imbalance Market, Leveraged/Centralized Services

$

2010           2011               2012               2013                 2014                2015              2016          2017              2018            2019  

Administrative Fee (Assessment/Tariff Fees Only)
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Comparison of RTO Estimated Value Propositions

RTO/
ISO

Value Range
(in $ Million)

Estimated 
2010 Tariff 
F

Value 2,3
Multiple of 
T iff FISO (in $ Million) Fees 1 Tariff Fees

SPP
Current   $  685  ‐ $  1120
Future $   640  ‐ $    645
Total      $ 1,325  ‐ $ 1,765

$ 65 M

$ 130 M (2015e)

13.9x

11.9x  (2015)

MISO $ 1,460  ‐ $ 1,808 $ 260 M 6.3x

PJM $ 1 585 $ 2 304 $ 228 M 8 5

13

PJM $ 1,585 ‐ $ 2,304 $ 228 M 8.5x

1 ‐‐ 2010 Tariff Fees for SPP exclude Contract Services and NERC/FERC fees;  MISO and PJM estimates reflect 2009 fees.

2 ‐‐ SPP Value Multiple of 13.9x  uses mid‐point Value Estimate  ($902 M) and latest SPP 2010 Tariff Fees forecast.  

3 – SPP 2015 Value Multiple estimate uses projected 2015 Tariff Fees ($130 M) and  midpoint of Total Value categories ($1,545 M).



 
 

FFTF White Paper Recommendations Status Report to the SPC  
January, 2011 

 
 
SPP staff provides the following updates for the approved tasks from the FFTF White Paper for its 
1st Quarter 2011 report to the SPC: 
 

1. SPP will seek and support opportunities to emphasize the importance of rightsizing in the 
transmission planning process. That support will be provided in a number of forums; i.e. 
support to Members and stakeholders, engagement with stakeholder and industry groups, 
articles  
 

In November 2010, SPP staff started development of an editorial response to the 
recent Capitol Hill blog by the Coalition for Fair Transmission to note the value of 
enabling and robust EHV network expansion in not only improving efficient energy 
deliveries to consumers, but providing resource optionality and other benefits which 
are difficult to quantify.   
 
SPP has joined WIRES as an Associate Member effective 1/1/11.  WIRES  is 
formulating a response and communication strategy to the WSJ editorial of 12/30 
which opposed the FERC order regarding cost sharing for MISO’s MVP projects.  
SPP staff will become engaged in WIRES working groups and is focusing on efforts 
related to policy development and communications, initially.   
 
SPP staff, member representatives and stakeholders are actively engaged and 
supporting the Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC), as well as 
the related Eastern Interconnection State Planning Council (EISPC). EIPC is a 
$16M DOE funded initiative being supported by 26 Planning Authorities, including 8 
Principle Investigators, using ARRA monies to support an interconnection-wide 
transmission planning process over the course of the next few years.  SPP staff has 
discussed the possibility of reconsidering the scope of existing approved, projects 
as “enhancements” as part of the EIPC modeling efforts and forthcoming 
assessments which are intended to inform future regional plans.   
    

2. SPP staff will initiate formal dialogue with ERCOT/CREZ TOs, as well as MISO, to identify 
potential joint EHV transmission facilities/corridors in the Texas Panhandle and Missouri 
River Valley, respectively, in 4Q10.  
 

In December 2010, SPP staff discussed this opportunity with Dan Woodfin of 
ERCOT, as well as Bill Bojorquez of Hunt Transmission / Sharyland who is the 
ERCOT TO for CREZ facilities around Amarillo.  This topic will be a key takeaway in 
prepared remarks by SPP staff  at the forthcoming Transmission Summit 2010 
slated for Sweetwater, TX on January 14-15, as well as a panel session on Real 
Estate/Environmental topics at Transmission Planning & Expansion West 
conference slated for San Francisco on March 23-24.  
 

3. SPP staff will identify opportunities to raise awareness regarding rightsizing opportunities 
and challenges in key industry forums, e.g., forthcoming EIPC/EISPC meetings, 
Transmission Summit 2011 Sweetwater TX January 2011, NARUC/DOE National Electricity 
Forum in Feb 2011, WINDPOWER 2011 in May 2011, upcoming FERC technical 
conferences/testimony, etc. by Nov 2010 with input from SPC on priorities.  
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In addition to the opportunities noted above, SPP staff will provide remarks on this 
topic in a Transmission Technology panel at the AWEA Wind and Transmission 
Workshop February 9-10 in Omaha.  SPP staff has an opportunity to discuss the 
merits of rightsizing and technology development on a panel at the DOE/NARUC 
National Electricity Delivery Forum in DC on mid-February.  An abstract dealing with 
the recommendations and outreach from the LUPTF, as well as the FFTF, has been 
prepared by SPP staff  for consideration at the WINDPOWER 2011 conference 
which is slated for late May in Anaheim, CA.  Further opportunities can be expected 
at select EPRI and UWIG meetings/conferences.  SPP staff can support efforts of 
members and would welcome input from SPC on targeted forums and educational 
opportunities. 
 
At the DOE/EEI/APPA/NRECA workshop focusing on renewable integration 
challenges and provided a forum to formulate strategy for future assessments in 
Arlington DC in early November, SPP staff expressed the need for a definitive, 
comprehensive national grid assessment to demonstrate the value of EHV 
transmission on future renewable integration by NREL/DOE.  A list of action items 
and priorities for future work are being circulated for support and resolution of next 
steps. 
 
SPP staff continues to work with merchant developers including Clean Line, Tres 
Amigas, and others who are proposing significant projects which could have a 
profound effect on SPP operations and planning, and would need to be considered 
in sizing of select EHV facilities.  SPP staff has supported recent joint initiatives like 
the SMARTransmission Study which has demonstrated that transmission expansion 
projects will be needed between existing and proposed MISO/MAPP facilities in 
South Dakota and Iowa into Nebraska to effectively integrate and deliver renewable 
developments in the upper Midwest to markets in MISO and PJM.  These findings 
need to be incorporated into future ITP efforts, although development regarding 
seams agreements and inter-regional cost allocation are paramount to any 
resolution on rightsizing joint facilities.  
 

4. SPP staff will work with key stakeholders such as DOE, FERC staff, Congressional staff, 
consultants to develop strategies to increase their awareness and SPP’s emphasis on 
rightsizing starting in 1Q11   
 

At the last EIPC SSC meeting which occurred December 15th in Charlotte, SPP staff 
discussed this topic with David Meyer of DOE and others who continue to be 
supportive of the concept and are considering appropriate opportunities and forums.   
 
Rightsizing the development of common corridors for major EHV transmission 
projects in SPP was discussed with SPP and Clean Line staff on January 5th at a 
meeting in Little Rock.  Clean Line is supportive of joint planning opportunities and 
has already provided outreach to several SPP TOs who could partner on 
collaborative efforts. SPP staff has initiated separate dialogue with these same TOs 
to see if SPP can facilitate synergistic efforts in planning/routing of EHV facilities for 
separate for SPP and merchant projects in common ROW / corridors.   The potential 
for collaboration seems positive, but will require significant focus and resources.  
More importantly, timing for rightsizing facilities is likely to be a major barrier for 
implementation for almost all approved projects.   
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